For easy lubricant identification, management and inventory control implement the Spectrum Visual Management System the moment lubricants are received in inventory.

Proper lubrication is key when it comes to maintaining your equipment all the way through the lubricant supply chain. The Spectrum System from Trico uses color-coded wall charts, identification tags, containers and equipment to help you ensure that the correct lubricant is used in the right equipment and proper location. We recommend all equipment be labeled to match its specific lubricant.

We offer:
- Transport containers
- Hand pumps
- Filter carts
- Transfer carts
- Dispensing equipment
- Tools

Utilize Trico’s visual lubrication management system to ensure your lubricants are used for the right application each time.

**Benefits:**

- Quickly identify lubricant descriptions and viscosity with color-coded wall charts
- Clearly mark lubricants and equipment with color-coded tags and labels
- Easily identify products with color-coded storage, handling, dispensing equipment and containers

**LUBRICANT SUPPLY CHAIN**

Visual management should be applied throughout the lubrication supply chain.

- Receiving
- Storage
- Application
- Disposal
USE COLOR-CODED LABELS TO SPECIFY OIL TYPE. LARGE LABEL REPRESENTS PRIMARY (LID) COLOR. SMALL LABEL CAN BE USED FOR A SECONDARY COLOR (BREATHER VENT).

**SPECTRUM WALL CHARTS**

Spectrum laminated Wall Charts provide a re-writable surface for designating colors to specific lubricants. A felt tip marker can be used to record the lubricant description and viscosity next to the chosen color. The designated color should be used throughout the facility for only that particular lubricant.

- Measures 36”W x 27”H
- Available in two versions for identifying oils or greases

**SPECTRUM TAGS & LABELS**

These tags and labels are a simple and fast solution for identifying lubricants, containers, lubrication points, equipment, etc. Use a felt tip marker or a Spectrum customized label to mark the tag with the necessary information. Seal the information beneath the laminate sheet to keep it clean and legible. The Spectrum labeling system allows you to create customized labels using various colors, text, and optional barcoding for your specific requirements.

- Each tag measures 2”W x 4”H
- Chemical and weather resistant
- Available in 10 colors

**OIL STORAGE SYSTEM**

The Oil Storage System offers a safer, cleaner and easier-to-use alternative for storing and dispensing oils, lubricants and industrial fluids. Each 65-gallon container easily allows for all of the product to be transferred out of a 55-gallon drum and into the Oil Storage System container. Inventory control is simplified with the sight gauges on each system container that allow for immediate monitoring of fluid level.

- Available in 4 models that consist of 4, 6, 8, or 12 modular containers
- Lockable self-closing faucets and drip pan guard against mess
EZI-ACTION DRUM PUMPS
Ezi-Action Drum Pumps provide an easy method of dispensing a wide range of liquids. The pumps feature a safety strap, which locks the handle in the closed position. Optional color-coding of the safety strap, when used in conjunction with fluid transferring and dispensing containers, minimizes the risk of cross-contamination and ensures the right lubricant is used in your equipment.
- Ideal for 5 to 55 gallon containers
- Available in 6 colors
- Provides effortless flow of viscous fluids up to 8,800 cps

SPECTRUM OIL CONTAINERS
Spectrum Oil Containers offer users an excellent way to keep fluids free from dust, dirt, water and other machine damaging contaminants. They play an important role in the lubrication supply chain, especially between bulk containers and top-off points, which industry experts indicate to be the most common source of contamination.
- 1/4", 1/2", 1" Nozzle Lids
- Lids & Breather Vent Available in 10 colors
- Square design allows for stability when using hand pump
- 3 easy carry handles

SPECTRUM GREASE IDENTIFICATION PRODUCTS
This identification system uses different color grease fitting caps, washers, and grease gun bands to ensure the right product gets applied to the right location. The grease gun bands slide over standard grease guns and do not slip after being installed.
- Caps and washers fit 1/8 NPT or 1/4-28 grease fittings
- Bands available in 6 colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple
- Washers available in 4 colors: red, yellow, green and blue

OPTO-MATIC COLOR BANDS
Opto-Matic color collars slide over the upper casting of Trico oilers for easy identification of lubricant type. Avoid cross-contamination and misapplication of lubricant by color coding constant level oilers to match lubricant dispensing containers, such as Spectrum.
- Color coded to match lubricant dispensing containers
- Ideal for Trico's Opto-Matic Oilers and Closed System Oilers
- Available in 4 colors: red, yellow, green and blue